THURSDAY, MAY 21, 2020 – 8:00AM – 9:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

PANEL 1 - BORDERS AND BELONGING

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020 – 8:00AM – 9:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://uci.zoom.us/j/7185846488

Chair and Discussant: DeSipio, Louis, ldesipio@uci.edu, University of California, Irvine

Papers:
- *Between Borders and Belonging: The Former Yugoslavia as the Most Dynamic Part of Europe in the 20th Century in Modifications of Borders and States*
  Picula, Bosko, boskopicula@yahoo.com, University of Zagreb, Faculty of Political Science

- *Say no to Chinese Identity? Identification (mis)Measurement and Overinterpretation in Taiwan*
  Liu, Chengshan (Frank), frankcsliu@gmail.com, National Sun Yat-sen University

- *Political Realities as Portrayed by Internet Personalities, Creative Truth or Social Control?*
  Mitchell, Charles, mitchellc@gram.edu, Grambling State University

PANEL 4.01 - COLLABORATION IN ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020 – 8:00AM – 9:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://umd.zoom.us/j/93790359249?pwd=QUxrUzV2V0ItVUhidE1SNm5UNzdxZz09

Chair and Discussant: Alcaniz, Isabella, ialcaniz@umd.edu, University of Maryland

Papers:
- *Collaboration failure: Case of the Multi Stakeholder Forestry Program in Nepal*
  Maskey, Stuty, maskeys@oregonstate.edu, Oregon State University

- *Incorporating Science into Collaborative Plans: A Content Analysis of References and their Use in Salmon Recovery Plans*
  Koontz, Tomas, koontz31@uw.edu, University of Washington Tacoma
Effects of National Affiliations and International Collaboration on Scientific Findings: The Case of Transboundary Air Pollution in Northeast Asia  
Shapiro, Matthew, shapiro@iit.edu, Illinois Institute of Technology (SSO)  
Masaru, Yarime, yarime@ust.hk, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Central Position of Regional Nongovernmental Boundary Organizations and Institutions, Environmental Management and Disaster Risk Reduction: A Comparative Study of Local Government Decisions and Outcomes  
Valdivieso, Patricio, pvaldivf@gmail.com, Universidad de Los Lagos, ULA

PANEL 15.01 - RHETORICS OF RECEPTION

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020 – 8:00AM – 9:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: [https://csus.zoom.us/j/92179317378](https://csus.zoom.us/j/92179317378)

Chair and Discussant: Barvosa, Edwina, barvosa@chicst.ucsb.edu, University of California, Santa Barbara

Papers:
- Feminist Anger and the Struggle for Reception  
  Killen, Kimberly, kimberly.killen@colorado.edu, University of Colorado Boulder

- The Early Deaths of Feminist Political Theory  
  Ferguson, Michaele, Michaele.Ferguson@colorado.edu, University of Colorado, Boulder

- Embodiment and Freedom: Implicit Bias and the Catalyst of Fear  
  Barvosa, Edwina, barvosa@chicst.ucsb.edu, University of California, Santa Barbara

- Violent Love: Eros, Agape, and Violence in Frantz Fanon’s Black Skin, White Masks and The Wretched of the Earth  
  Greenwood, John, jdgreenw@uci.edu, University of California, Irvine

PANEL 35.01 - “TEACHING WITH TENDERNESS: TOWARD AN EMBODIED PRACTICE,” BY BECKY THOMPSON, AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020, 8:00AM - 09:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: [https://ucr.zoom.us/j/95054155927?pwd=N0FtOFQvQ2ICcnV5eVh1aG9mVWI5QT09](https://ucr.zoom.us/j/95054155927?pwd=N0FtOFQvQ2ICcnV5eVh1aG9mVWI5QT09)

Chair: Rowe, James, jkrowe@uvic.ca, University of Victoria

Author/Responder: Thompson, Becky, becky.thompson@simmons.edu, Simmons University

Commentators:  
- Ahmed, Zahra - zga1@stmarys-ca.edu, St. Mary’s College  
- Chari, Anita - anitac@uoregon.edu, University of Oregon  
- Hall, Cheryl - chall@usf.edu, University of South Florida

THURSDAY, MAY 21, 2020 – 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

PANEL 1.01 - STATE-SOCIETY RELATIONS: PROTEST, TRUST, AND PERCEPTIONS

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020 – 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: [https://csulb.zoom.us/j/95597256464](https://csulb.zoom.us/j/95597256464)

Chair and Discussant: Wright, Teresa - teresa.wright@csulb.edu, California State University Long Beach
Papers:  *Through the Looking Glass: How Mainland Chinese see the Hong Kong Protests*
Gueorguiev, Dimitar, dgueorg@maxwell.syr.edu, Syracuse University
Liu, Dongshu, dliu105@syr.edu, Syracuse University

*From Voice to Vote: Electoral Movement, Coalitional Politics, and Regime Change in Malaysia*
Ong, Lynette, Lynette.Ong@utoronto.ca, University of Toronto

*The People's Trust: Motivations for State-NGO Collaboration*
Farid, May, may.farid@gmail.com, University of Hong Kong
Song, Chengcheng, cc.song@sem.ecnu.edu.cn, School of Public Administration, East China Normal University

*Policy Articulation and Communication in Chinese Bureaucracy*
Jiang, Jiying, jj090@ucsd.edu, University of California, San Diego

**PANEL 3.01 - SCALE OF BELONGING**

Date:  Thursday, May 21, 10:00AM - 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link:  [https://psu.zoom.us/j/95683773705?pwd=MHBWM1Yrc05SOWEzbU11Mm9lakZrZz09](https://psu.zoom.us/j/95683773705?pwd=MHBWM1Yrc05SOWEzbU11Mm9lakZrZz09)

Chair/Discussant:  Mittiga, Ross, ross.mittiga@uc.cl, Catholic University of Chile (Pontificia Universid)

Papers:  *Ecological Democratic Failures and Democratic Republican Futures*
Scerri, Andy, ajscerri@vt.edu, Virginia Tech

*Small Is Beautiful? Debating the Appropriate Scale of Green Politics in the United Kingdom.*
Buck, Chris, cbuck@stlawu.edu, St. Lawrence University

*Climate Change: Genocide And Resilience Discourses. Is There Any Place For Solidarity?*
Rashchupkina, Yuliya, yrashchupkina@upei.ca, University of Prince Edward Island

*Cosmopolitan Intergenerational Justice and Responsibility for Past Emissions*
Nguyen, James, jamesmn3@uci.edu, University of California, Irvine

**PANEL 4.02 - PUBLIC OPINION AND THE ENVIRONMENT**

Date:  Thursday, May 21, 2020 – 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link:  [https://csus.zoom.us/j/93124543759](https://csus.zoom.us/j/93124543759)

Chair and Discussant:  Shapiro, Matthew, shapiro@iit.edu, Illinois Institute of Technology (SSO)

Papers:  *Explaining the Similarities and Differences in Environmental Worldviews and Environmental Policy Preferences between Urban and Rural Californians*
Finn, Elliott, elliottfinn@ucsb.edu, University of California at Santa Barbara

*Explaining Public Opinion on Renewable Energy in East Asia: Evidence from a Cross-National Survey*
Jenkins, Matthew, mjenkins@stmartin.edu, Saint Martin's University
Zhou, Qiao, qiaozhou@umail.ucsb.edu, University of California, Santa Barbara

*Changing Opinions on Climate Change*
Smoller, Fred, smoller@chapman.edu, Chapman University
Moodian, Michael, moodian@brandman.edu, Brandman University

*Air Pollution Attribution Problems and the Need to Increase Coordination between Korea and China*
Shapiro, Matthew, shapiro@iit.edu, Illinois Institute of Technology (SSO)
Bolsen, Toby, tbolsen@gsu.edu, Georgia State University
Kim, Yungwook, kimyw@ewha.ac.kr, Ewha Women's University
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PANEL 15.02 - THEORIES OF DEMOCRATIC PRACTICE

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020 – 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://stanford.zoom.us/j/96656651240

Chair and Discussant: Blajer de la Garza, Yuna, yunablajer@stanford.edu, Stanford University

Papers:
- *Can the People Act? Democratic Theory and the Politics of the Interregnum*
  Gorup, Michael, mgorup@ncf.edu, New College of Florida

- *Organizing as Democratization: A Democratic Realist Synthesis*
  Bagg, Samuel, samuel.bagg@gmail.com, McGill University

- *An Ontological Challenge to the Systemic Turn in Deliberative Democracy*
  Chan, Kai Yui Samuel, samuel_chan@berkeley.edu, University of California, Berkeley

- *The Aesthetic Dimensions of Habermas’s Political Thought*
  Mackin, Glenn, gmackin@esm.rochester.edu, Eastman School of Music

- *Authoring Otherwise: Writing and Democratic Possibility Under Jim Crow*
  Henry, Daniel, drh5zv@virginia.edu, University of Virginia

PANEL 23.01 – SOME OF THOSE THAT WERE ENFORCERS: STUDIES IN RACE AND LAW ENFORCEMENT

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020 – 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83774708303

Chair and Discussant: Evans, Laura, evansle@uw.edu, University of Washington

Papers:
- *Police Unionism and Civil Rights Era Police Reform*
  McCall, Andrew, Andrewjm@uchicago.edu, University of California, Berkeley
  Grumbach, Jake, jakegrumbach@gmail.com, University of Washington
  Geron, Kim, kim.geron@csueastbay.edu, CSU East Bay

PANEL 35.02 - “THE INNER WORK OF RACIAL JUSTICE,” BY RHONDA MAGEE, AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020, 10:00AM - 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://ucr.zoom.us/j/95054155927?pwd=N0FtQFQvQ2ICcnV5eVh1aG9mVWl5QT09

Chair: Mariotti, Shannon, mariotts@southwestern.edu, Southwestern University

Author/Responder: Magee, Rhonda V., rvmagee@usfca.edu, University of San Francisco

Commentators:
- Beard, Lisa - bearde@wwu.edu, Western Washington University
- Melonas, Desiree R. - drmelona@bsc.edu, Birmingham-Southern College
- Willoughby-Herard, Tiffany - twilloug@uci.edu, University of California, Irvine

THURSDAY, MAY 21, 2020 – 1:15 PM – 3:00 PM (PACIFIC TIME)

PANEL 2 - IDENTITY AND BELONGING

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020 – 1:15 PM – 3:00 PM (PACIFIC TIME)
PANEL 2.01 - POLITICS OF HIGHER ED: SUCCESS, STRATEGIES AND POINTS OF STRESS

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020 – 1:15PM – 3:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://uvic.zoom.us/j/96620787614?pwd=ZldGR0xZTEdxQk04eG5iYXc0SjZRQT09

Chair: Aragon, Janni, jaragon@uvic.ca, University of Victoria

Discussants: Aragon, Janni, jaragon@uvic.ca, University of Victoria
Guerrero, Mario, mag@cpp.edu, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

Papers:

Financial Stress, University Support, and Student Success: Evaluating How Basic Needs Services Improves Student Outcomes
Denny, Elaine, edenny@ucmerced.edu, University of California, Merced

Improving Student Outcomes and Satisfaction with Faculty Advising
Chaturvedi, Neilan, nschaturvedi@cpp.edu, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
Guerrero, Mario, mag@cpp.edu, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

Tips and Tricks for Decolonizing Your Classroom
Aragon, Janni, jaragon@uvic.ca, University of Victoria

PANEL 4.03 - ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020 – 1:15PM – 3:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://csus.zoom.us/j/93726772884

Chair and Discussant: Schmid, Celeste, schmidc@erau.edu, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University

Papers:

Social Ecology of the U.S/Mexico Border
Tirrell, Andrew, atirrell@sandiego.edu, University of San Diego

Gendered Violence Against Environmental Defenders
Feng, Jeff, jeff@ucsb.edu, University of California Santa Barbara

Sustaining (Environmental) Interests: How Demographics and Context affect Environmental Movements Effectiveness
Overton, Natalie, noverton@sfsu.edu, San Francisco State University

PANEL 14.05 – TYRANNY AND EXPLOITATION

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020, 1:15PM – 3:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://csus.zoom.us/j/96196619143
Chair and Discussant:  McKean, Benjamin, mckean.41@osu.edu, Ohio State University

Papers:  

On Exploitation: The Ethics and Politics of Biomedical Innovation in a Changing World  
Scheinerman, Naomi, naomi.scheinerman@gmail.com, Harvard University

Plato and Populism: How Democratic People Choose Tyranny  
Bunting, Thomas, tbunting@shawnee.edu, Shawnee State University

The Concept of Accountability in Authoritarian Regimes  
Zhang, Yile, yiz871@ucsd.edu, University of California, San Diego

PANEL 15.03 - REPRESENTATION AND RECOGNITION

Date:  Thursday, May 21, 2020 – 1:15PM – 3:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)
Link:  https://utoronto.zoom.us/j/97107647544

Chair and Discussant:  Nacol, Emily, emily.nacol@utoronto.ca, University of Toronto

Papers:  

Politics and Poetry in Langston Hughes and Edward Vidaurre  
Sokoloff, William, wsokoloff2000@yahoo.com, University of Texas, Rio Grande Valley

Indigenous Peoples, Indigenous Citizenship, and Race  
Hendrix, Burke, bhendrix@uoregon.edu, University of Oregon

“It was hard for me to accept that such a great way of life had ended:” Recovering Indigenous Sinixt Politics from Liberal Recognition  
Heiberg, Dalaina, heiberg@uchicago.edu, University of Chicago

Narrating Colonial History through Art and Scenography: Aesthetic Representation, Political Representation and the Attempt to Decolonize the Ethnography Museum  
Bruttin, Muriel, muriel.bruttin@gmail.com, University of Lausanne

PANEL 23.02 – YOU BETTER ACT RIGHT: RACE AND POLITICAL BEHAVIOR

Date:  Thursday, May 21, 2020 – 1:15PM – 3:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)
Link:  https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84469924379

Chair and Discussant:  Udani, Adrian, udania@umsl.edu, University of Missouri-St. Louis

Papers:  

Operationalizing the Performativity of Whiteness: The Case of Latinxs in the 21st Century  
Lopez Bunyasi, Tehama, tlopezbu@gmu.edu, George Mason University
Nuño-Pérez, Stephen, Stephen.Nuno@nau.edu, Northern Arizona University

White Identity Politics and Expressions of Racial Attitudes  
Mikkelborg, Anna, anna.mikkelborg@berkeley.edu, University of California – Berkeley

Political Love Language: How Differences in Race, Gender, and Citizenship Status Within Marriage Impact Spousal Political Socialization  
Garcia-Castanon, Marcela, mgcs@sfsu.edu, San Francisco State University
Osio, Yvette, yosio@mail.sfsu.edu, San Francisco State University

Native Nations and Good Governance: Can Scholars Do Better at Measurement?  
Evans, Laura, evansle@uw.edu, University of Washington
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PANEL 35.03 - "AMERICAN DHARMA: BUDDHISM BEYOND MODERNITY," BY ANN GLEIG, AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020, 01:15PM - 03:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://ucr.zoom.us/j/95054155927?pwd=N0FtOFQvQ2ICcnV5eVh1aG9mVVI5QT09

Chair: Godrej, Farah, godrej@ucr.edu, University of California, Riverside

Author/Responder: Gleig, Ann, Ann.Gleig@ucf.edu, University of Central Florida

Commentators: Mariotti, Shannon - mariott@southwestern.edu, Southwestern University
Mathiowetz, Dean - dpmath@ucsc.edu, University of California Santa Cruz
Yeng, Sokthan - Adelphi University, syeng@adelphi.edu

THURSDAY, MAY 21, 2020, 03:15PM - 05:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

PANEL 3.02 - MULTISPECIES STORYTELLING

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020, 03:15PM - 05:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://psu.zoom.us/j/99198263071?pwd=dmdDYlBPSEg3Q3hRCrH5NXVYRFhvQT09

Chair/Discussant: Trachtenberg, Zev, ztrachtenberg@ou.edu, University of Oklahoma

Papers:

"Pooped in my yard and ate my grass last night:" Wild burros and tales of belonging in the City of Moreno Valley, California
Hunold, Christian, hunoldc@drexel.edu, Drexel University
Britton, Jennifer, jenbritton@drexel.edu, Drexel University

The Subject of Multispecies Justice: Moving Beyond Individualism with Sympathetic Imagining
Schlosberg, David, david.schlosberg@sydney.edu.au, University of Sydney
Waldow, Anik, anik.waldow@sydney.edu.au, Sydney University

Of Kith and Kin: Politics of Belonging and Earthbound Solidarities in the Anthropocene
Crews, Chris, chriscrews@newschool.edu, California State University, Chico

PANEL 4.04 - LOCAL GOVERNMENT ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020 – 3:15PM – 5:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://washington.zoom.us/j/91233810272?pwd=YVFMeUNOtd1NJ0DBpRkdITKtvN3Q4QT09

Chair and Discussant: Koontz, Tomas, koontz31@uw.edu, University of Washington Tacoma

Papers:

Gaining Steam or Just A Bunch of Hot Air?: A QCA Analysis of Clean City Energy Commitments in the United States
Cantwell, Devon, devon.cantwell@utah.edu, University of Utah

Climate Change Politics: Local Determinants which Influence Adoption of Climate Change in Urban Areas
Schmid, Celeste, schmidx@erau.edu, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Multi-level Governance of Climate Change: A Comparative Analysis of U.S. and UK Local Government Adaptation Efforts
Romsdahl, Rebecca, rebecca.romsdahl@und.edu, Earth System Science & Policy Department, University of North Dakota
Kauneckis, Derek, kaunecki@ohio.edu, Ohio University

Writing Science Nonfiction: Future Directions of Geoengineering Policy at the Subnational Level
Koski, Chris, ckoski@reed.edu, Reed College
Erickson, Sarah, Reed College

PANEL 08.01 - TECHNOLOGY, AUTONOMY, AND DEVELOPMENT: MIDDLE POWERS, TECHNOLOGY, AND GREAT POWER COMPETITION
Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020 – 3:15PM – 5:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)
Link: https://csus.zoom.us/j/96071687599
Chair and Discussant: Schneider, Aaron - Aaron.Schneider@du.edu, University of Denver
Papers:
Conflict, Rents and Costs in Organizing the Digital Network
Estides Delgado, Henrique, henrique.estidesdelgado@du.edu, University of Denver
A Comparative Study of Knowledge and Technology Transfers to African Countries from the United States and China
Cossa, Susan, susan.cossa@du.edu, University of Denver
Weakening Rural Belonging: Land Grabbing, Financialization and the Making of Distant Rural Landscapes
Dulci, Luiza, luiza.dulci@gmail.com, Federal University of Minas Gerais

PANEL 16.01 - ISSUES IN POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020 – 3:15PM – 5:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)
Link: https://stanford.zoom.us/j/91025277334
Chair: Schwartz, Avshalom, avshalom@stanford.edu, Stanford University
Discussants: Schwartz, Avshalom, avshalom@stanford.edu, Stanford University
Arellano, Alec, alec.arellano88@gmail.com, Occidental College
Papers:
Tocqueville and Mill on the Role of an Educated Elite in Democratic Politics
Arellano, Alec, alec.arellano88@gmail.com, Occidental College
Machiavelli on the Problem of Foreign Voters in the Rising Roman Empire
Ji, Zhiqiang, zhiqiang.ji@cgu.edu, Claremont Graduate University
Fiction and Falsehood in Plato’s Political Thought
Schwartz, Avshalom, avshalom@stanford.edu, Stanford University
The Political Theology of Redemption
Olney, Charles, charles.olney@utrgv.edu, University of Texas, Rio Grande Valley
Individual Rights in Abolitionist Thought
Zakaras, Alex, azakaras@uvm.edu, University of Vermont
PANEL 17.01 - INSTITUTIONS AND IDEOLOGY

Date:    Thursday, May 21, 2020 – 3:15PM – 5:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link:    https://albany.zoom.us/j/96396092154?pwd=cE9GTmEzSE5oaG9ibUpJZ0dqeUZjZz09

Chair and Discussant: Novkov, Julie, jnovkov@albany.edu, University at Albany, SUNY

Papers:

- **Strategic Preferences and American Political Development: Congress and the Origins of U.S. Federal Tax Policy, 1909-1916**
  Dearborn, John, john.dearborn@yale.edu, Yale University

- **An Emergency Congress: FDR, the FDIC, and the First Hundred Days**
  Ives, Anthony, a-ives@tamu.edu, Texas A&M University

- **From Classical to Progressive Liberalism: Ideological Development and the Origins of the Administrative State**
  Foster, David, foster@berkeley.edu, University of California, Berkeley
  Warren, Joseph, jwarren@berkeley.edu, University of California, Berkeley

- **Why do We Understand Inequality in Employment as a Problem of Representation?**
  Hofnung, Tamar, tamarhof@gmail.com, University of California Berkley

PANEL 23.03 – THE POWER OF IDEAS: RACE AND PUBLIC OPINION

Date:    Thursday, May 21, 2020 – 3:15PM – 5:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link:    https://csus.zoom.us/j/99331684374

Chair and Discussant: Lopez Bunyasi, Tehama, tlopezbu@gmu.edu, George Mason University

Papers:

- **Framing Foreignness: The Effects of the Negative Framing of Japanese Americans and Muslim Americans During Wartime on their Constitutional Rights**
  Safarzadeh, Pooya, psafarza@uci.edu, University of California, Irvine

- **All Skinfolk Ain’t Kinfolk: Racial Attachment and Ethnic Distinction between African Americans and Afro-Caribbeans in the United States**
  Carey Jr, Tony, Tony.Carey@unt.edu, University of North Texas

- **Hawaiian Identity and the Native Hawaiian Survey**
  Phan, Ngoc, nphan@hpu.edu, Hawaii Pacific University

- **Local Immigration Context, Perceptions of Inclusion and Political Engagement**
  Oaxaca, Ana, aoaxaca@ucla.edu, University of California, Los Angeles
  Ocampo, Angela, axocampo@umich.edu, University of Michigan
  Valenzuela, Ali, aaavalenz@princeton.edu, Princeton University

PANEL 28.01 – ROUNDTABLE: ENCOUNTERS WITH WHITE SUPREMACY AND TOXIC MASCULINITY: WOMEN AND WOMEN OF COLOUR REFLECT ON GENDER, RACE AND CLASSROOM POLITICS

Date:    Thursday, May 21, 2020 - 03:15PM - 05:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link:    https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86096697325

Chair:   Tungohan, Ethel, tungohan@yorku.ca, York University

Participants: Aragon, Janni - jaragon@uvic.ca, University of Victoria
             Bereskin, Cassidy - bereski@mcmaster.ca, McMaster University
PANEL 35.04 - CLOSING ROUNDTABLE: MINDFULNESS, MEDITATION, AND POLITICS

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020, 03:15PM - 05:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://ucr.zoom.us/j/95054155927?pwd=N0FtOFQvQ2ICcnV5eVh1aG9mVWI5QT09

Chair: Mariotti, Shannon, mariotts@southwestern.edu, Southwestern University

Participants: Gleig, Ann - Ann.Gleig@ucf.edu, University of Central Florida
Magee, Rhonda V. - rvmagee@usfca.edu, University of San Francisco
Thompson, Becky - becky.thompson@simmons.edu, Simmons University

FRIDAY, MAY 22, 2020 – 8:00AM – 9:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

PANEL: 15.08 - Roundtable: Black Study in Dark Times

Date: Friday, May 22, 2020, 8:00AM – 9:45AM PACIFIC TIME

Link: https://csus.zoom.us/j/93569139712

Chair: Shulman, George, gms1@nyu.edu, New York University

Participants: Balfour, Lawrie - klb3q@virginia.edu, University of Virginia
Hooker, Juliet - juliet_hooker@brown.edu, Brown University
LeSure, Ainsley - alesure@oxy.edu, Occidental College
Marshall, Stephen - stephenmarshall@austin.utexas.edu, University of Texas at Austin
Menzel, Annie - acmenzel@wisc.edu, University of Wisconsin Madison

FRIDAY, MAY 22, 2020 – 9:15AM – 4:00 PM (PACIFIC TIME)

MINICONFERENCE: SOUTHEAST ASIAN POLITICS AND THE BOUNDARIES OF BELONGING (See end of time listing in this document for details.)

FRIDAY, MAY 22, 2020 – 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

PANEL 1.02 - AUTHORITARIAN AND DEMOCRATIC REGIME DYNAMICS

Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 – 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://occidental.zoom.us/j/96427454058

Chair and Discussant: Chu, Lan, lchu@oxy.edu, Occidental College

Papers: The Heterogenous Effects of the International Criminal Court on Human Rights: The dynamics of State, Rebel Group, and the Court
Hu, Shengkuo, shu8@ucmerced.edu, University of California, Merced

When the Public and Bureaucrats Come into Conflict: Autocrat’s trade-offs in Competing Survival Strategies
Liu, Dongshu, dliu105@syr.edu, Syracuse University
The Dilemma of Legitimation: How the Prolongment of Dictator’s Tenure Hastens the Dictatorship’s Demise
Lai, Ruilin, ruilin.lai@connect.ust.hk, The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Democratic Consolidation: Variations across Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa
Sappleton, Shan, sappletons@uwplatt.edu, University of Wisconsin-Platteville
Sanborn, Howard, sanbornhb@vmi.edu, Virginia Military Institute

Regime Legacies and the Adversaries of Democracy: Evidence from Latin America
Kastart, Wynand, w.kastart@uci.edu, University of California, Irvine

PANEL 5.01 – PRESIDENTIAL POLITICS AND POLITICAL NARRATIVE
Date: Friday, May 22, 2020, 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)
Link: https://csus.zoom.us/j/97782458062
Chair/Discussant: Andranovich, Greg, gandran@exchange.calstatela.edu, California State University, Los Angeles

Papers:
Surviving the Politicized Presidency: Tenure and Turnover in the Nixon EOP
Manson, Andrew, manson@chapman.edu, Chapman University

American Foreign Policy under JFK and Star Trek (the original series)
Gonzalez, George, george.gonzalez@miami.edu, University of Miami

1994, A Novel of Politics
Miller, Jack, jack.miller@pdx.edu, Portland State University

A Quiet Defense: The Role of Governors in Presidential Impeachment Crises
Ambar, Saladin, sambarphd@gmail.com, Rutgers University

PANEL 08.02 - ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 – 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)
Link: https://csus.zoom.us/j/94971280367
Chair and Discussant: Stefanova, Boyka, boyka.stefanova@utsa.edu, University of Texas at San Antonio

Papers:
The Impact of Development Aid on Poverty in Recipient Countries
Shaffer, Lauren, lauren.shaffer@cgu.edu, Claremont Graduate University

Global Value Chains and International Rule Making on Trade: From the World Trade Organization to Free Trade Agreements
Takeuchi, Hiroki, htakeuch@smu.edu, Southern Methodist University
Frantz, Stephen, sfrantz@smu.edu, Southern Methodist University

The Business of the Commercial Peace: How Economic Interdependence Reduces Military Conflict between Interstate Rivals
Kellogg, Anita, arkellogg@ucla.edu, Institutional Affiliation

PANEL 10.01 - LAW AND THE NEW FRONTIER
Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 – 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)
Link: https://zoom.us/j/91714454963
Chair and Discussant: Chen, Paul, chenp@wwu.edu, Western Washington University

Papers: 
**Hey Alexa, What’s Freedom of Expression? Artificial Intelligence and Human Rights**
Richards, Mark, richardm@gvsu.edu, Grand Valley State University

**Queering the Gay Agenda: The Politics of Queer Legal Advocacy Organizations After Windsor**
Perkins, Kathryn, kathryn.perkins@csulb.edu, California State University, Long Beach
Evelyn, Ortiz-Soto, Evelyn.OrtizSoto@student.csulb.edu, California State University, Long Beach

**Commercial Sex, Human Rights, and Feminist Anti-Essentialism**
Hebert, Laura, lhebert@oxy.edu, Occidental College

**Are Judges Islamic? Sources of Judicial Ideology and Behavior in Pakistan**
Faraz, Muhammad, mfaraz@umass.edu, University of Massachusetts Amherst

---

**PANEL 14.02 - DEMOCRATIC BONDS**

Date: Friday, May 22, 2020, 10:00AM - 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: [https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85022206171](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85022206171)

Chair and Discussant: Struble, Maria - mstruble@western.edu, Western Colorado University

Papers: 
**What Is Democratic Trust?**
Ahrens, Stephanie, sahrens@uchicago.edu, University of Chicago

**Two Cheers for “Tribalism”**
Goodman, Rob, rob.goodman@ryerson.ca, Ryerson University

**Bounded Solidarity and Democratic Self-Determination: An Associative-Epistemic View**
Pippenger, Nathan, pippenge@usna.edu, U.S. Naval Academy

---

**PANEL 15.04 - DEMOCRACY AND JUSTICE**

Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 – 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: [https://rochester.zoom.us/j/95694161444](https://rochester.zoom.us/j/95694161444)

Chair and Discussant: Mackin, Glenn, gmackin@esm.rochester.edu, Eastman School of Music

Papers: 
**Beyond Radical Indeterminacy: Interstitial Democracy and Institutions in the Works of Sheldon Wolin, Claude Lefort, and Miguel Abensour**
Ruchet, Olivier, olivier.ruchet@uzh.ch, University of Zurich

**Hannah Arendt on Political Belonging in the Movement-State**
Notkin, Shaul, shaulnotkin2018@u.northwestern.edu, Northwestern University

**Rethinking Equality: The Citizen Who Does Not Belong as a Problem for Democratic Theory**
Blajer de la Garza, Yuna, yunablajer@stanford.edu, Stanford University

**Not Just War by Other Means: Foreign Influence and the Paradigm of Political Struggle**
Rafanelli, Lucia, lfrafanelli@gwu.edu, The George Washington University

**What is Democratic Socialism?**
Aslam, Ali, aaslam@mtholyoke.edu, Mount Holyoke College
Joel, Schlosser, jschlosser@brynmawr.edu, Bryn Mawr College
Mclvor, David, david.mclvor@colostate.edu, Colorado State University
PANEL 17.02 - IDENTITIES AND INEQUALITIES

Date:   Friday, May 22, 2020 – 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link:   https://tamu.zoom.us/j/92153844826?pwd=TEpDR0N2V1dYQkFIKzVkTnJoWW43Zz09

Chair and Discussant:  Ives, Anthony, a-ives@tamu.edu, Texas A & M University

Papers:

- Environmentally Sustainable Development and Indigenous Women Activism
  Gottardi, Francesca, gottarfa@mail.uc.edu, University of Cincinnati

- The Politics of Belonging: Asian Americans and the Racialization of Late Nineteenth-Century Immigration Policies
  Chen, Constance, cchen@lmu.edu, Loyola Marymount University

- Demobilization and Racial Democracy: World War I and the Fate of American Soldiers of Color
  Novkov, Julie, jnovkov@albany.edu, University at Albany, SUNY

- For the Punishment of Crime: The Antebellum Northern Foundation of Convict Slavery
  Woodward-Burns, Robinson, robinson.woodward@howard.edu, Howard University

PANEL 23.04 - THE POLITICS OF INTOLERANCE

Date:   Friday, May 22, 2020 – 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link:   https://northwestern.zoom.us/j/91880124481

Chair and Discussant:  Harris, Christopher, christopher.harris@northwestern.edu, Northwestern University

Papers:

- The Effects of Homeland Populist Movements on Diaspora in the United States
  Nyenhuis, Robert, renenhuise@cpp.edu, Cal Poly Pomona
  Chaturvedi, Neilan, nschaturvedi@cpp.edu, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
  Arora, Maneesh, maneesh@uci.edu, University of California, Irvine
  Guerrero, Mario, mag@cpp.edu, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

- Anti-Black Prejudice and Asian American Public Opinion
  Tokeshi, Matthew, mt13@williams.edu, Williams College

- The Limits of Anti-Discrimination: The March on Washington Movement and the Struggle for Jobs in the Postwar Period
  Rader, Katherine, krader@sas.upenn.edu, University of Pennsylvania

- The Fire This Time: The Misapprehension of James Baldwin
  Johnson, Garrett, joh12819@umn.edu, University of Minnesota

PANEL 28.02 - GENDER AND ELECTIONS

Date:   Friday, May 22, 2020 – 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link:   https://ucincinetati.webex.com/ucincinetati/j.php?MTID=m06539a32175b0ab865599e5269475d3a

Chair/Discussant:  Williams, Rina - willi3ra@UCMAIL.UC.EDU, University of Cincinnati

Papers:

- Gendered Pathways: The Pursuit for Local Elected Office
  Heidbreder, Brianne, heidbr@ksu.edu, Kansas State University
  Bernick, Ethan, emb0111@ksu.edu, Kansas State University
  Baird, Chardie, cbaird@ksu.edu, Kansas State University
Outsiders Among Outside Groups?: Gender Differences in Advertising Support for US House Candidates
English, Ashley, Ashley.English@unt.edu, University of North Texas
Branton, Regina, branton@unt.edu, UNT
Friesenhahn, Amy, AmyFriesenhahn@my.unt.edu, University of North Texas

Priming Sexism: A Survey Experiment on Ambivalent Sexism, Donald Trump, and Political Attitudes in the 2018 Election
Neely, Francis, freely@sfsu.edu, San Francisco State University

We Got the Power: Black Women Attitudes on Voting in 2020 Presidential Election
Lockett, Linda, linda.lockett@csn.edu, College of Southern Nevada

DATE: FRIDAY, MAY 22, 01:15PM - 03:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

PANEL 3.03 - GROUNDED COMMUNITIES/CIVIC REPUBLICANISM

Date: Friday, May 22, 01:15PM - 03:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://psu.zoom.us/j/98589378441

Chair: Luke, Timothy, twluke@vt.edu, Virginia Tech

Discussant: Linch, Amy - atl3@psu.edu, Pennsylvania State University

Cladis, Mark, mark_cladis@brown.edu, Brown University

The Artist as Environmental Political Theorist: Ambrogio Lorenzetti on the Civic Republican Niche
Trachtenberg, Zev, ztrachtenberg@ou.edu, University of Oklahoma

The Natural Wages of Whiteness from Frontier to Suburb
Hultgren, John, johnhultgren@bennington.edu, Bennington College

PANEL 7.01 – THE MEANING OF CITIZENSHIP / IMMIGRATION POLICY

Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 – 1:15PM – 3:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://csus.zoom.us/j/94290714293

Chair/Discussant: Collingwood, Loren, lorenc@ucr.edu, University of California, Riverside

Papers: Comprehensive Immigration Reform in the Trump Era
Stevenson, Maryam, mstevenson@troy.edu, Troy University

From U-Turns to Green Lights: New York Immigrant Policymaking from Governors Pataki to Cuomo
Vimo, Jackie, jvimo@newschool.edu, The New School

American Dreams: DACA’s Influence on the Political Identities of Foreign-Born Americans
Cepuran, Colin, cjc362@cornell.edu, Cornell University

The Meaning and Significance of Citizenship in Divided Times: Implications for Political Community
Yoder, Diane, diane.personal@gmail.com, University of Southern California
PANEL 8.03 - ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF TERRORISM, GENOCIDE AND TRAUMA

**Date:** Friday, May 22, 2020 – 1:15PM – 3:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

**Link:** https://caspercollege.zoom.us/j/94194541154?pwd=TTB2aTcrbE9wa3owaWw0NkVmd05tdz09

**Chair and Discussant:** Frankland, Erich - efrankland@caspercollege.edu, Casper College

**Papers:**

- *An Assessment of Transnational Cooperation to Combat the Boko Haram Terrorist Group in the Lake Chad Basin - Africa: A study of the Multinational Joint Task Force (MNJTF)*
  Mutah, Jude, jude.mutah@ubalt.edu, University of Baltimore

- *The Uneven Distribution of Altruism: Why Civil Society Invests More Resources in the Relief Of Certain Genocides and not Others*
  Goodman, Rachel, rachel.goodman37@du.edu, University of Denver
  Lathrop-Melting, Aaron, aaron.lathrop-melting@du.edu, University of Denver
  Tercero, Stephanie, stephanie.tercero@du.edu, University of Denver

- *Hidden Impacts of Drone Warfare: The Failure to Measure Psychosocial Trauma in the Application of International Human Rights and Humanitarian Law*
  Franklin, Therese, tnfranklin@berkeley.edu, University of California Berkeley

PANEL 10.02 - BIAS, DESCRIPTIVE REPRESENTATION, AND LEGAL CHANGE

**Date:** Friday, May 22, 2020 – 1:15PM – 3:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

**Link:** https://princeton.zoom.us/j/91556066964

**Chair and Discussant:** Wuest, Joanna, jwuest@princeton.edu, Princeton University

**Papers:**

- *Justice-Level Heterogeneity in Certiorari Voting: U.S. Supreme Court October Terms 1939, 1968, and 1982*
  Gregory, Caldeira, caldeira.1@osu.edu, Ohio State University
  Lempert, Daniel, lemperdps@potsdam.edu, State University of New York, Potsdam

- *Legitimacy and Women’s Presence on High Courts: The Role of Stereotypes, Regimes, and Descriptive Representation*
  Shortell, Chris, shortell@pdx.edu, Portland State University
  Valdini, Melody, mev@pdx.edu, Portland State University

- *Financial Conflicts of Interest and U.S. Supreme Court Legitimacy*
  Menounou, Elli, emenounou@cpp.edu, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
  Giallouri, Thora, giallour@usc.edu, University of Southern California

PANEL 14.03 – DEMOCRATIC PRAXIS

**Date:** Friday, May 22, 2020, 1:15PM – 3:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

**Link:** https://csus.zoom.us/j/95741346139

**Chair and Discussant:** Williams, Gregory, gregory.williams@unco.edu, University of Northern Colorado

**Papers:**

- *What Community Organizing Can Teach Us about Democratic Political Theory*
  Josephson, Jyl, jylj@newark.rutgers.edu, Rutgers University Newark

- *The Bottom Line and the Picket Line: Responding to Democratic Protest and Activism*
  Ron, Amit, amit.ron@asu.edu, Arizona State University
Is Federalism Natural? Complexity and DNA’s Influence in Federal Systems of Government
Smith, Troy, troy.smith@byuh.edu, Brigham Young University at Hawai’i

Leading Beyond Boundaries: Jane Addams’s Feminist Phronesis
Moskop, Wynne, wynne.moskop@slu.edu, Saint Louis University

PANEL 16.02 - POLITICAL ECONOMY AND POLITICAL THEOLOGY

Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 – 1:15PM – 3:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://sfsu.zoom.us/j/92749127042?pwd=TnNEdzhWcXhXZVYYyNGppWnF3MkZYQT09

Chair and Discussant: Martel, James, jmartel@sfsu.edu, San Francisco State University

Papers:
- Rethinking Peruvian Reality: Mariategui, Inca Communism and Material Rights
  Martel, James, jmartel@sfsu.edu, San Francisco State University
- Left Behind in the Past: The Impact of Eschatology on Political Alienation
  Porter, Chase, cporter@calbaptist.edu, California Baptist University
- Cartographies of Salvation: Blackness and Indigeneity in Colonial Mexico
  Salgado, Isaac Gabriel, salgi@sas.upenn.edu, University of Pennsylvania
- Mazzini’s Theory of Economic Emancipation
  Norton, Anthony, adnorton266@ucla.edu, University of California, Los Angeles

PANEL 23.05 - THE VIOLENCE OF BELONGING

Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 – 1:15PM – 3:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82892502841

Chair: Whatcott, Jess, Pane, San Diego State University

Discussant: Burden-Stelly, Charisse, cburden@carleton.edu, Carleton College

Papers:
- Private Matters, Public Selves: Refusing Secular Inclusion as Black Anti-colonial Practice
  Harvey, Sandra, s.harvey@uci.edu, University of California, Irvine
- The "Percent Black" Trope: Framing Race, Crime, and Justice
  Verma, Anjuli, acverma@ucsc.edu, University of California, Santa Cruz
- Containing the Unruly Past: ‘Fixing’ Queer and Disabled Racial Subjects in Political History
  Whatcott, Jess, Jwhatcott@sdsu.edu, San Diego State University
- Beyond Belonging: "All Black Life" and the Politics of Regard
  Harris, Christopher, christopher.harris@northwestern.edu, Northwestern University

PANEL 26.01 – UNDERGRADUATE POSTERS

Date: Friday, May 22, 2020, 1:15PM – 3:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://csub.zoom.us/j/97241518945?pwd=eHdFdm1MSmdYY1RlZzJZejk5cDBtZz09

Posters:
- Christian Worldview: Attempts to Bring the Natural Law to the Conservative Mainstream
  Fann, Hutchinson, kikifann@gmail.com, Pomona College
  Hollis-Brusky, Amanda
Finding Belonging: The Tools that Multiracial People Develop in Order to Create a Sense of Belonging
Mullen, Isabella, imullen@g.ucla.edu, University of California, Los Angeles

The Effects of the Internet on New Voters: How the Internet and Pressure Keep Young Voters Informed
Osio, Yvette, yosio@mail.sfsu.edu, San Francisco State University

American National Identity and Political Participation: The Moderating Effects of the Critical Partisan Media
Tesmer, Emily, tesmere@southwestern.edu, Southwestern University

Economic Inequality and Relative-Deprivation: Does State of Residence Influence How We Vote?
Galindo, Hannah, hannahgalindo3@gmail.com, San Francisco State University

Immigration Support: Where Angelenos Stand
Vishnevsky, Simona, svishnev@lion.lmu.edu, Loyola Marymount University

Rebuilding a Tarnished Reputation by Unraveling the Benefits of Community Policing
Jeong, Erin, ejeong@callutheran.edu, California Lutheran University

Leadership and Labor under Mao and Stalin
Nair, Megan, nairm@southwestern.edu, Southwestern University

Buddhism and Democracy
Roberts, Adam, adamdnroberts@gmail.com, Brigham Young University
Smith, Jacquelyn, jacquelyn9@gmail.com, Brigham Young University

Highlighting Natural Gas Development: Examining Contrasting State Policies and Economic Development Implications
Citrin, Garret, garretcitrin@gmail.com, Arizona State University
Laurens, Emma, ejlauren@asu.edu, Arizona State University

FRIDAY, MAY 22, 2020, 3:15PM – 5:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

PANEL: WPSA AND THE CLIMATE: DECARBONIZING THE ASSOCIATION
Date: Friday, May 22, 2020, 3:15PM – 5:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)
Link: https://washington.zoom.us/j/91982742639
Chair: Mayerfeld, Jamie, jasonm@u.washington.edu, University of Washington
Participants:
Clucas, Richard - hprc@pdx.edu, Portland State University
Crews, Chris - crewc037@newschool.edu, California State University, Chico
Ellis, Elisabeth - lisa.ellis@otago.ac.nz, University of Otago
Hall, Cheryl - chall@usf.edu, University of South Florida

PANEL 1.03 - GEOPOLITICS AROUND THE GLOBE: GROWTH, MIGRATION, AND RELIGION
Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 – 3:15PM – 5:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)
Link: https://csus.zoom.us/j/91035722730
Chair and Discussant: Gueorguiev, Dimitar, ddgueorg@maxwell.syr.edu, Syracuse University
Papers:  
**Geopolitics of Growth in the Postcommunist Region**  
Nicholas, Emery, niemery@g.ucla.edu, University of California - Los Angeles  
Orenstein, Mitchell, more@sas.upenn.edu, University of Pennsylvania  

**Globalization and the New Political Geography of Western Europe**  
Vitalone, Antonio, vitalone.antonio@gmail.com, University of California Los Angeles  

**God is a Refugee: The Catholic Church’s Response to the Refugee Crisis at the US-Mexico Border**  
Chu, Lan, lchu@oxy.edu, Occidental College  

**Does Economic Voting Travel to Muslim Countries?**  
Han Tuncez, Beyzanur, bhan007@ucr.edu, University of California, Riverside  

---  

**PANEL 7.02 – MIGRATION AROUND THE WORLD**  
**Date:** Friday, May 22, 2020 – 3:15PM – 5:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)  
**Link:** https://csus.zoom.us/j/94174023654  
**Chair:** Fetzer, Joel, joel.fetzer@pepperdine.edu, Pepperdine University  
**Discussant:** Yoder, Diane, diane.personal@gmail.com, University of Southern California  

**Papers:**  
**The Roots of the Immigration Policies of United States President Chester Arthur and Canadian Prime Minister John Macdonald**  
Fetzer, Joel, joel.fetzer@pepperdine.edu, Pepperdine University  

**Can Diasporas Incentivize Development?**  
Prince, Sarah, smprince@ucdavis.edu, University of California, Davis  

**Language Requirements in Citizenship Laws among the EU-28 and the Concept of Belonging**  
Southworth, Susanna, susanna.southworth@gmail.com, University of Utah  

**Rural Brain Drain: GPA’s Effects on Migration**  
Bricker, Christine, cbricker@warren-wilson.edu, Warren Wilson College  

---  

**PANEL 10.03 - JUDICIAL SECTOR REFORM IN MEXICO**  
**Date:** Friday, May 22, 2020 – 3:15PM – 5:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)  
**Link:** https://sandiego.zoom.us/j/95130182249?pwd=YXREc090dHNIT2hrTE9rWk4yejNHZz09  
**Chair:** Shirk, David, dshirk@sandiego.edu, University of San Diego  
**Discussant:** Langer, Max - langer@law.ucla.edu, UCLA School of Law  

**Papers:**  
**Criminal Impunity, Institutional Capacity, and Judicial Attitudes in Mexico**  
Shirk, David, dshirk@sandiego.edu, University of San Diego  
Rodriguez Ferreira, Octavio, orodriguez@sandiego.edu, University of San Diego  
Emam, Iden, iemam@sandiego.edu, University of San Diego  

**The Effect of Criminal Justice Reform on Police and Prosecutorial Abuses in Mexico**  
Kuckertz, Rita, rkuckertz@sandiego.edu, University of San Diego  

**Paradox of Justice: Presumption of Innocence and Pre-Trial Detention in Mexico**  
Rodriguez, Octavio, orodriguez@sandiego.edu, University of San Diego  
Shirk, David, dshirk@sandiego.edu, University of San Diego
**PANEL 14.04 – POPULISMS AND EXCLUSIONS**

**Date:** Friday, May 22, 2020, 3:15PM – 5:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

**Link:** [https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85043266598](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85043266598)

**Chair/Discussant:** Andranovich, Greg, gandran@exchange.calstatela.edu, California State University, Los Angeles

**Papers:**
- *Island-holding Migrant Centers as Extra-Judicial Zones of Exception*
  Struble, Maria, mstruble@western.edu, Western Colorado University
- *Populism and the Anxiety of Equality*
  McKean, Benjamin, mckean.41@osu.edu, Ohio State University
- *Justification of Exclusion in Turkey: Nation as an Affective Community*
  Tan, Burak, buraktan@uchicago.edu, The University of Chicago

**PANEL 15.05: QUESTIONING NATURE**

**Date:** Friday, May 22, 2020 – 3:15PM – 5:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

**Link:** [https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/99087455671?pwd=RDNabUNHTmpSTGZycEpQTVpNQ2F5QT09](https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/99087455671?pwd=RDNabUNHTmpSTGZycEpQTVpNQ2F5QT09)

**Chair and Discussant:** Bowman, Quinlan, qbowman@uchicago.edu, University of Chicago

**Papers:**
- *The Emergence of Natural Facticity for Politics*
  Wallach, John, jwallach@hunter.cuny.edu, Hunter College, The Graduate Center, The City University
- *Everyone Poops: Consumer Virtues and Excretory Anxieties in Locke’s Theory of Property*
  Ephraim, Laura, laura.ephraim@williams.edu, Williams College
- *In Defense of Earth Alienation: Prolegomena to a Planetary Political Theory*
  Moshref, Kamran, kmoshref@gradcenter.cuny.edu, The Graduate Center, City University of New York
- *From Natural Rights to the Nature of Rights: Rousseau, Property, and Freedom*
  Steinmetz, Alicia, alicia.steinmetz@yale.edu, Yale University

**PANEL 27.01 - VOTING AND THE POWER OF PEOPLE IN ELECTIONS**

**Date:** Friday, May 22, 2020 – 3:15PM – 5:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

**Link:** [https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84914563068](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84914563068)

**Chair/Discussant:** Mitchell, Charles, mitchellc@gram.edu, Grambling State University

**Papers:**
- *Was Netanyahu the Condorcet Winner?*
  Levine, Renan, renan.levine@utoronto.ca, University of Toronto Scarborough
- *Mobilizing Non-Party Preference Voters: The Effects of Flyering in a Competitive Congressional Election Campaign*
  Macias, Alexandra, alexandra.cole@csun.edu, California State University Northridge
- *Southern California’s Flipped Congressional Districts*
  Godwin, Marcia, mgodwin@laverne.edu, University of La Verne
- *Betting the Farm and Losing the House: Examining Three Competing Explanations for the GOP’s 2018 Midterm Losses*
  Quinones, Eva, eva.quinones@yale.edu, Yale University
**Name Heuristics: Voters Use of Names to Predict Race and Gender in Non-Partisan Elections**  
FitzGerald, Bryan, bafitzge@uci.edu, University of California, Irvine


**Date:** Friday, May 22, 2020 – 3:15PM – 5:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

**Link:** [https://rollins.webex.com/join/cebin](https://rollins.webex.com/join/cebin)

**Chair:** English, Ashley, Ashley.English@unt.edu, University of North Texas

**Papers:**
- *Litigating Equal Pay for Equal Work?: American Equal Pay Policies and Their Limited Potential for Gender Transformation and Empowerment*
  Neizgoda, Meredith, MeredithNiezgoda@my.unt.edu, University of North Texas
  English, Ashley, Ashley.English@unt.edu, University of North Texas

- *Tomorrow’s Past Today: The Prefigurative Construction of Conservative Religious Belonging*
  Ebin, Chelsea, cebin@rollins.edu, Rollins College

- *Reconceptualizing Testimony in the #MeToo Era*
  Levin Schwartz, Natali, nlevinsc@ucsc.edu, UC Santa Cruz

- *Gender and Political Science: The State of the Discipline in the United States*
  Bayes, Jane, jbayes@csun.edu, California State University, Northridge

**SATURDAY, MAY 23, 2020, 10:00AM - 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)**

**PANEL 3.04 - DEMOCRATIC IMAGINARIES IN THE ANTHROPOCENE?**

**Date:** Saturday, May 23, 2020, 10:00AM - 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

**Link:** [https://psu.zoom.us/j/97397565556](https://psu.zoom.us/j/97397565556)

**Chair:** Hendlin, Yogi, yhh@yogihendlin.com, Erasmus University Rotterdam

**Discussants:**  
Scerri, Andy, ajscerri@vt.edu, Virginia Tech  
Peter Stillman, peter.g.stillman@gmail.com, Professor Emeritus, Vassar College

**Papers:**
- *Anticipating How WSHTF Shapes the Politics of Agency and Community: Belonging, Climate Crises, and*
  Luke, Timothy, twluke@vt.edu, Virginia Tech

- *Visioning Limits or Unlimited Vision: Fugitive democracy in the Anthropocene*
  Biro, Andrew, andrew.biro@acadiau.ca, Acadia University

- *Disobedience in a Climate of Necessity*
  Mittiga, Ross, ross.mittiga@uc.cl, Catholic University of Chile (Pontificia Universid)

- *Ideology, Citizenship, and the Making of Ecological Activists: The Case of Juliana v. United States*
  Dana Neacsu, dana.neacsu@law.columbia.edu, Barnard College
**PANEL 8.04 - EXPANDING THE AMBIT OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY: WHO'S IN AND WHAT COUNTS**

**Date:** Saturday, May 23, 2020 – 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

**Link:** https://csus.zoom.us/j/93527221190

**Chair and Discussant:** Honda, Eric - Jishuro@aol.com, Independent Researcher

**Papers:**

- *Whose World Order? Conceptualizing Global South Countries’ Entrance into the International Society*
  Crawford, Claire, clairecr@usc.edu, University of Southern California

- *Bilateral Burden: The Logic of Free-Riding and Sunk-Cost in US-Ukraine Relations*
  Nathaniel, Rajan, rajannathaniel10@gmail.com, San Joaquin Delta College

- *Sovereign Creditworthiness and Different Types of War Outcome*
  Ju, Changwook, changwookju@gmail.com, Yale University

- *The Limitations of the Europe’s Cold-War Economic Liberalism: How the EEC’s China Policy Fail Economic Reform in Eastern Europe*
  Stefanova, Boyka, boyka.stefanova@utsa.edu, University of Texas at San Antonio

- *Creating New States: Why Referendums are used to Create New States*
  Cortes, Juve, cortesjuve@gmail.com, Occidental College

**PANEL 15.06 - RADICAL TEMPORALITIES**

**Date:** Saturday, May 23, 2020 – 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

**Link:** https://csus.zoom.us/j/92936664221

**Chair/Discussant:** Kindervater, Garnet - gkindervater@gmail.com

**Papers:**

- *“Time is our Gambling Partner:” Jose Saramago’s Blindness and the Politics of Plague-Time*
  Nacol, Emily, emily.nacol@utoronto.ca, University of Toronto

- *The Time is Out of Joint: Edelman, Munoz, and Arendt on the Queerness of Political Time*
  Caver, C. Martin, ccaver@nl.edu, National Louis University

- *“History will judge them”: The Trope of History as a Moral Arbiter in Political and Moral Discourse*
  Campbell, Joshua, jwcampbell@ucla.edu, University of California--Los Angeles

- *Democratic Impatience: Sara Ahmed’s Optimism without a Future*
  Feit, Mario, mfeit@gsu.edu, Georgia State University

**PANEL 19.01 - QUEER AYES IN THE SCIENTIFIC GAZE: BEHAVIOR, FRAMING, AND REPRESENTATION**

**Date:** Saturday, May 23, 2020 – 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

**Link:** https://zoom.us/j/93006131547?pwd=aTRZTzVMvIlGdBtIS3oyeVIndzYyZz09

**Chair and Discussant:** Michelson, Melissa, melissa.michelson@gmail.com, Menlo College

**Papers:**

- *Minority Political Behavior, Revisited: The Politics of LGBQ Latinxs in the United States*
  Cardenas, Kimberly, kjc9@sas.upenn.edu, University of Pennsylvania

  Bishin, Benjamin, bishin@ucr.edu, University of California, Riverside
Freebourn, Justin, jfree008@ucr.edu, University of California, Riverside
Teten, Paul, ptete001@ucr.edu, University of California, Riverside

From Pathology to "Born Perfect": The Role of Scientific Authority in Campaigns to Ban Conversion Therapy
Wuest, Joanna, jwuest@princeton.edu, Princeton University

PANEL 21.01 - U.S. PUBLIC OPINION IN THE TRUMP ERA

Date: Saturday, May 23, 2020 – 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://csnedu.webex.com/meet/kenneth.fernandez

Chair and Discussant: Fernandez, Kenneth, kenneth.fernandez@csn.edu, College of Southern Nevada

Papers:

The Political Effects of Opioid Addiction Frames
Raychaudhuri, Tanika, tanikar@sas.upenn.edu, University of Pennsylvania
Mendelberg, Tali, talim@princeton.edu, Princeton University

Polarization in Contemporary American Foreign Policy
Newport, Brianna, bnewport@westmont.edu, Westmont College
Knecht, Tom, tknecht@westmont.edu, Westmont College

Urban Intuitions: Why Do Liberals Like City Living and Conservatives Prefer Suburbs?
Lewis, Paul, paul.lewis@asu.edu, Arizona State University

Evaluating Social Norms and Tolerance in the Trump Era
Ramirez, Mark, mark.ramirez@asu.edu, Arizona State University
Neuner, Fabian, Arizona State University

"He's Talking about Us (Them)": Latino (and White) Reactions to Implicit and Explicit Anti-Latino Campaign Appeals
Valenzuela, Ali, aavalenz@princeton.edu, Princeton University
Wakefield, Derek, derekjw@princeton.edu, Princeton University

PANEL 22.02 - SOCIAL ON ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

Date: Saturday, May 23, 2020 – 10:00AM – 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89396568949

Chair and Discussant: Islam, Iftekhairul, iftesays@gmail.com, The University of Texas at Dallas

Papers:

Catch-all and Last Resort: Consumer Bankruptcy's Place in the American Welfare State
Laws, Serena, slaws@trincoll.edu, Trinity College (Hartford)

Politics at a Higher Level: The Effects of State-level Marijuana Legalization on Representation in Congress
Trachtman, Samuel, sam.trachtman@gmail.com, University of California, Berkeley

State Policy and Climate Coalitions in the U.S.
Meckling, Jonas, meckling@berkeley.edu, University of California, Berkeley
Trachtman, Samuel, sam.trachtman@gmail.com, University of California, Berkeley
SATURDAY, MAY 23, 2020, NOON - 01:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

PANEL: UNIVERSITIES IN CRISIS: HIGHER EDUCATION AND THE PANDEMIC

Date: Saturday, May 23, 2020, Noon to 1:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://washington.zoom.us/j/96872798311

Chair: Mayerfeld, Jamie, jasonm@u.washington.edu, University of Washington

Participants:

Burgess, Susan, burgess@ohio.edu, Ohio University
Getachew, Adom, agetachew@uchicago.edu, University of Chicago
McCann, Michael, mwmccann@uw.edu, University of Washington
Novkov, Julie, jnovkov@albany.edu, University at Albany, SUNY
Reich, Rob, reich@stanford.edu, Stanford University
Taylor, Kirstine, taylork2@ohio.edu, Ohio University

SATURDAY, MAY 23, 2020, 01:15PM - 03:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

PANEL 3.05 - IN SEARCH OF A MULTISPECIES ETHIC

Date: Saturday, May 23, 2020, 01:15PM - 03:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://psu.zoom.us/j/95225346903

Chair: Hunold, Christian, hunoldc@drexel.edu, Drexel University

Discussant: Crews, Chris, chriscrews@newschool.edu, California State University, Chico

Papers:

- Decolonial from the Start: What Ontological Parameters Can We Use to Frame Multispecies Justice?
  Winter, Christine, c.winter@sydney.edu.au, The University of Sydney

- Multi-Species Relations in the Capability Approach
  Bendik-Keymer, Jeremy, jdb179@case.edu, Case Western Reserve University

- From Utopianism to Grounded Normativities: Marx’s Ethnological Notebooks and the Haudenosaunee
  Rowe, James, jkrowe@uvic.ca, University of Victoria

PANEL 14.01 - DEFINING OUR TERMS

Date: Saturday, May 23, 2020, 1:15PM - 3:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://csus.zoom.us/j/91342892916

Chair: Ron, Amit, amit.ron@asu.edu, Arizona State University

Discussant: Josephson, Jyl - jylj@newark.rutgers.edu, Rutgers University Newark

Papers:

- Are We Even Talking about the Same Thing? Topic Continuity in Democratic Theory
  Draper, Matthew, mdraper@ucsd.edu, University of California at San Diego
Politics and the Dynamics of Power  
Kaswan, Mark, mark.kaswan@utrgv.edu, University of Texas Rio Grande Valley

Narratives of Hegemony in the Twilight of Pax Americana  
Williams, Gregory, gregory.williams@unco.edu, University of Northern Colorado

PANEL: 15.07 - WHY DEMOCRACY?  
Date: Saturday, May 23, 2020 – 1:15PM – 3:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)  
Link: https://berkeley.zoom.us/j/9818493956

Chair and Discussant: Chan, Kai Yui Samuel, samuel_chan@berkeley.edu, University of California, Berkeley

Papers:  
What is Normative Democratic Theory For? Beyond Procedural Minimalism  
Bowman, Quinlan, qbowman@uchicago.edu, University of Chicago

Why Deliberation? Hint: It’s about Democracy  
Scudder, Mary (Molly), scudder@purdue.edu, Purdue University

The Purpose of Democracy  
Mayerfeld, Jamie, jasonm@uw.edu, University of Washington

Have Deliberative Democrats Anything to say about the Crisis of Democracy?  
Mendonca, Ricardo, ricardofabrino@hotmail.com, Federal University of Minas Gerais (Brazil)

PANEL 22.01 - FRAMING, ATTRIBUTES, AND PUBLIC POLICY  
Date: Saturday, May 23, 2020 – 1:15PM – 3:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)  
Link: https://berkeley.zoom.us/j/2263128619?pwd=SEI2cjZzWTFRbGhTOHYxY1NQRGI3Zz09

Chair and Discussant: Trachtman, Samuel, sam.trachtman@gmail.com, University of California, Berkeley

Papers:  
Bullying and the Neuroethics of Belonging  
Baker, Raquel, raquel.baker@csuci.edu, California State University Channel Islands  
Baker, Dana, dana.baker@csuci.edu, California State University Channel Islands

Do Data Sources Matter for Policy Narratives? A Comparison of Narrative Elements across Media Narratives and Stakeholder Interviews in Agricultural Biotechnology Policy in India  
Huda, Juhi, juhi.huda@colorado.edu, University of Colorado, Boulder

If the Prospect of Some Occupations are Stagnating with Technological Advancement? A Task Attribute Approach to Detect Employment Vulnerability  
Islam, Iftekhairul, iftesays@gmail.com, The University of Texas at Dallas

PANEL 25.01 - PEDAGOGY, STUDENT SUCCESS, AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT  
Date: Saturday, May 23, 2020 – 1:15PM – 3:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)  
Link: https://csus.zoom.us/j/93802739333

Chair: Ricks, Boris, boris.ricks@csun.edu, California State University, Northridge
Discussant: Jarvis, Matthew, mjarvis@fullerton.edu, California State University, Fullerton

Papers:

*Introducing the Analysis of Journal Articles*
Franco, Josh, josue.franco@gcccd.edu, Cuyamaca College

*Effect of Class Size on Student Performance: A Natural Experiment*
Jarvis, Matthew, mjarvis@fullerton.edu, California State University, Fullerton

*A Climate Change Module for Introduction to Sociology Classes*
Szasz, Andrew, szasz@ucsc.edu, University of California, Santa Cruz

*Minority Male Mentoring and Student Success: M3 at CSUN*
Ricks, Boris, boris.ricks@csun.edu, California State University, Northridge
Miniconference Chair:
Shane Barter
Soka University of America
sbarter@soka.edu

Paper presenters will have up to 20 minutes to present. We also support our participants assembling briefer, even informal presentations that may suit their conditions. There will be no formal discussants.

DATE: FRIDAY, MAY 22, 2020 – 9:15AM - 4:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

LINK: https://zoom.us/j/95434082294

9:15AM Welcoming Remarks

PANEL 32.1 - HISTORICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE PRESENT

Time: 9:30AM - 10:30AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Chair: Shane Barter, sbarter@soka.edu, Soka University of America

Papers:
Bringing Empires Back in: Premodern State Formation in the Red River Delta and Menam Valley
Tuong Vu, thvu@uoregon.edu, University of Oregon

Educated into Violence: The Colonial Origins of Separatist Rebellion
Mary Anne Mendoza, msmendoz@uci.edu, University of California, Irvine

10:30AM - 10:40AM Break

PANEL 32.2 - COMMUNIST POLITICS IN ASIA

Time: 10:40AM - 12:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Chair: Nikita Sukmono, nsukmono@soka.edu, Soka University of America

Papers:
The Contributions of Ideology to Authoritarian Resilience – Ideological Adaptation Strategies of the Vietnamese Communist Party in the Postcommunist Era
Thuy Nguyen, thuy@uoregon.edu, University of Oregon

Vietnam as China’s Path Not Taken: Explaining Variation in Authoritarian Legislative Institutionalization
Paul Schuler, pschuler@email.arizona.edu, University of Arizona

Factional Clarity and Selective Protection in Authoritarian Regimes
Duy Trinh, ddtrinh@ucsd.edu, University of California, San Diego

12:00PM – 1:00PM Lunch Break

PANEL 32.3 - AUTHORITARIAN POLITICS

Time: 1:00PM - 2:20PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Chair: Mark Chia, hchia@soka.edu, Soka University of America
Papers:  

**Is It Worth It? Building Opposition Alliances in Electoral Autocracies**  
Elvin Ong, poloje@nus.edu.sg, National University of Singapore

**Malapportionment in Myanmar’s Elections**  
Kai Ostwald, kai.ostwald@ubc.ca, University of British Columbia  
Kyaw Yin Hlaing, Center for Diversity and National Harmony, Myanmar  
Constant Courtin, constantcourtin@gmail.com, University of British Columbia

**Cambodia: Growth with a Red Flag**  
Sophal Ear, ear@oxy.edu, Occidental College

2:20PM – 2:30PM Break

**PANEL 32.4 - MANAGING IDENTITY**

Time: 2:30PM - 3:50PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Chair: Abigail Felix, afelix@soka.edu, Soka University of America

Papers:  

**Birthright & Belonging: Assertions of Indigeneity, Religion, and Citizenship in a Philippine Lumad Community**  
Oona Paredes, oparedes@humnet.ucla.edu, University of California, Los Angeles

**Ethnicity in Cambodia, Vietnam, and Laos**  
Gaea Patrice Morales, gaeapatr@usc.edu, University of Southern California

**Making Autonomy Work: Contrasting Aceh and Papua**  
Shane Barter, sbarter@soka.edu, Soka University of America

3:50PM CLOSING COMMENTS

**SECTION 35 – MINICONFERENCE: THE POLITICS OF THE MINDFUL REVOLUTION**

Miniconference Chairs:  
Godrej, Farah, University of California, Riverside  
godrej@ucr.edu

Shannon Mariotti  
Southwestern University  
mariotts@southwestern.edu,

James Rowe  
University of Victoria  
jkrowe@uvic.ca

**PANEL 35.1 - "TEACHING WITH TENDERNESS: TOWARD AN EMBODIED PRACTICE," BY BECKY THOMPSON, AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS**

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020, 8:00AM - 09:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: [https://ucr.zoom.us/j/95054155927?pwd=N0FtOFQvQ2ICcnV5eVh1aG9mVWI5QT09](https://ucr.zoom.us/j/95054155927?pwd=N0FtOFQvQ2ICcnV5eVh1aG9mVWI5QT09)

Chair: Rowe, James, jkrowe@uvic.ca, University of Victoria
PANEL 35.2 - "THE INNER WORK OF RACIAL JUSTICE," BY RHONDA MAGEE, AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020, 10:00AM - 11:45AM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://ucr.zoom.us/j/95054155927?pwd=N0FtOFQvQ2ICcnV5eVh1aG9mVWI5QT09

Chair: Mariotti, Shannon, mariotts@southwestern.edu, Southwestern University

Author/Responder: Magee, Rhonda V., rvmagee@usfca.edu, University of San Francisco

Commentators: Beard, Lisa - bearde@wwu.edu, Western Washington University
               Melonas, Desiree R. - drmelona@bsc.edu, Birmingham-Southern College
               Willoughby-Herard, Tiffany - twilloug@uci.edu, University of California, Irvine

PANEL 35.3 - "AMERICAN DHARMA: BUDDHISM BEYOND MODERNITY," BY ANN GLEIG, AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020, 01:15PM - 03:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://ucr.zoom.us/j/95054155927?pwd=N0FtOFQvQ2ICcnV5eVh1aG9mVWI5QT09

Chair: Godrej, Farah, godrej@ucr.edu, University of California, Riverside

Author/Responder: Gleig, Ann, Ann.Gleig@ucf.edu, University of Central Florida

Commentators: Mariotti, Shannon - mariotts@southwestern.edu, Southwestern University
               Mathiowetz, Dean - dpmath@ucsc.edu, University of California Santa Cruz
               Yeng, Sokthan - Adelphi University, syeng@adelphi.edu

PANEL 35.4 - CLOSING ROUNDTABLE: MINDFULNESS, MEDITATION, AND POLITICS

Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020, 03:15PM - 05:00PM (PACIFIC TIME)

Link: https://ucr.zoom.us/j/95054155927?pwd=N0FtOFQvQ2ICcnV5eVh1aG9mVWI5QT09

Chair: Mariotti, Shannon, mariotts@southwestern.edu, Southwestern University

Participants: Gleig, Ann - Ann.Gleig@ucf.edu, University of Central Florida
              Magee, Rhonda V. - rvmagee@usfca.edu, University of San Francisco
              Thompson, Becky - becky.thompson@simmons.edu, Simmons University
### AGENDA

**Day 1: Friday, May 22**

All Event will take place on [ZOOM](https://zoom.us). Meeting Password: **wpsacc20** for all panels/sessions

**ALL TIMES ARE PACIFIC TIME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 10:00 am to 10:15 am | **Introduction to the Mini-Conference and Opening Address**  
  *Tanya B. Schwarz, Director, Teaching & Learning American Political Science Association*  
  Join Zoom Meeting  
  Meeting ID: 969 6623 0383  
  Password: **wpsacc20** |
| 10:30 am to 12:00 pm | **Panel 1.1: Approaches to creating equity-minded political science discipline**  
  *Presentation: “California Community Colleges as Democratic Spaces: A case study at Monterey Peninsula College”  
  Lauren Blanchard (Monterey Peninsula College), Sheila Morales (Monterey Peninsula College), Reem Benny (Monterey Peninsula College), and Jhailyn Bryant (Monterey Peninsula College)*  
  *Presentation: “Finding diversity in a "monoculture": Introducing rural Wyoming students to a global community”  
  Jason Charrette (Casper College), Nathan Blank (Casper College)*  
  *Presentation: “OER in the Community Colleges: Developing, Using, and Sharing Common Resources”  
  Steven Cauchon (Imperial Valley College), Elsa Dias (Pikes Peak Community College), Josue Franco (Cuyamaca Community College), Dino Bozonelos (Victor Valley Community College), and Michelle Rodriguez (San Diego Mesa Community College)*  
  Chair: Rogelio Garcia ([garciar3@elac.edu](mailto:garciar3@elac.edu)), East Los Angeles College. |

---

**WPSA 2020 VIRTUAL MEETING**  
**May 21 – 23, 2020**  
**3rd Annual Community College Virtual Mini-Conference**  
**ONLINE, May 22-23, 2020**
### Day 2: Saturday, May 23

All Event will take place on Zoom. Meeting Password: **wpsacc20** for all panels/sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8:30 am to 9:00 am Online | Day 2 Opening Address  
*Richard Clucas, Executive Director, Western Political Science Association* |
| 9:00 am to 10:15 am  
*Join Zoom Meeting*  
Meeting ID: 993 5941 5262  
Password: **wpsacc20** | Session 2.1: “The Road from Contingency to Tenure: Securing Full Time Employment at the Community College Level”  
The process of community college contingency (or adjunct) faculty cracking open that hard nut and landing that elusive full-time position at a community college can often be daunting and challenging. This panel will help break down and discuss some strategies and techniques that have been used by candidates to successfully join the labor market. |
of full time/tenure track community college professors. Among the questions that will be addressed are: What can graduate students looking toward a CC/teaching driven academic career do to make them viable candidates on the job market? How can contingency faculty improve their CV’s/applications to stand out as strong candidates to be selected for an interview? What should candidates selected for an interview expect to encounter during the interview process? What kinds of questions should they prepare for? Does having a ., as opposed to an M.A., matter to search committees?

**Panelists:** Peter Bowman (Palomar College), Kenneth Chaiprasert (East Los Angeles College), Elsa Dias (Pikes Peak Community College), Fred Monardi (College of Southern Nevada)

**Chair:** Steven Cauchon (steven.cauchon@imperial.edu), Imperial Valley College

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session 2.2: “The Challenges &amp; Rewards of a Community College Career”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Being a political science professor at a community college is very different from an academic career at a four year/research institution. Those considering a career at the two-year level should know both the challenges and rewards of teaching at a community college. This panel will address important questions and matters that will help would-be community college faculty to make the decision to join the profession. Among the topics discussed will be: How different and important is teaching and pedagogy at the Community College level, compared to the four-year level? Can a community college political scientist also have a research agenda? How different is the critical mass of a Community College student population from university students in terms of academic preparation and demographic factors such as socio-economic status, age, ethnicity, etc.? What kind of administrative duties should a CC faculty member expect to encounter, in terms of institutional service and shared governance?

**Panelists:** Rogelio Garcia (East Los Angeles College), Jeffrey Hernandez (East Los Angeles College), Maria Quintero (East Los Angeles College), Kelly Velasquez (East Los Angeles College)

**Chair:** Kenneth Chaiprasert (chaiprkv@elac.edu), East Los Angeles College

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virtual Brown Bag Lunch</th>
<th>(Breakout Groups. Password: wpsacc20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Developing Online Poli Sci Pedagogy (<a href="https://example.com">Join Zoom Meeting</a>; Meeting ID: 976 9940 0386)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Online Student Engagement (<a href="https://example.com">Join Zoom Meeting</a>; Meeting ID: 961 0884 3564)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Virtual Civic Engagement Strategies/Techniques (<a href="https://example.com">Join Zoom Meeting</a>; Meeting ID: 987 2690 1065)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Creating equity-based online learning tools (<a href="https://example.com">Join Zoom Meeting</a>; Meeting ID: 975 3574 1114)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Life in Time of Corona – Adjunct Survival Tips (<a href="https://example.com">Join Zoom Meeting</a>; Meeting ID: 920 8138 5520)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Session 2.3: “Failing the Grade: How Lack of Faculty Diversity Hurts Our Students and Our Discipline”

A recent study on the lack of diversity in the California Community College system reveals that “…today 69% of students enrolled in college in California are ethnically or racially diverse, yet over 60% of college faculty and senior leadership on California’s campuses and 74% of Academic Senators are White.” These statistics are not exclusive to California. They are a part of a national problem of exclusion. This panel seeks to engage in a productive dialogue on the causes of exclusion of faculty in community college throughout the country as well as its potential negative effects on the students that we serve.

**Panelists:** Rosalinda M. Valenzuela (Collin College), TBD

**Chair:** Natalina Monteiro ([monteint@elac.edu](mailto:monteint@elac.edu)), East Los Angeles College

### Session 2.4: Major Danger: What Community College Faculty Can Do to Mentor Political Science Majors – A Student, Faculty Perspective

This panel seeks to share strategies employed by various community college partners in mentoring political science students. Also, the discussants will draw from their own experiences of navigating through the community college system and how they arrived at political science as a major. The panel will include current community college students and faculty. Among the questions that will be explored will include, what can be done to recruit more students of color into majoring in political science? What are some best practices for explain political science to interested students? Perhaps most importantly of all, how can community colleges (faculty, administration, etc) provide a realistic picture of political science career options?

**Panelists:** Robert Morin (Western Nevada College), Erich Frankland (Casper College), Rogelio Garcia (East Los Angeles College), Felipe Agredano (East Los Angeles College); community college students TBD

**Chair:** Fred Monardi ([fred.monardi@csn.edu](mailto:fred.monardi@csn.edu)), College of Southern Nevada

---

**How to Join a ZOOM meeting:**

**Method 1**

1. Click on the meeting invite URL that the host shared via email or text.
2. Open the Zoom app.
3. Approve the request for permission to use your computer's audio and camera.

**Method 2**

1. Go to [https://zoom.us/](https://zoom.us/)
2. Select “JOIN A MEETING”
3. Approve the request for permission to use your computer's audio and camera.
Depending on the meeting's set-up, you may enter the meeting right away, you may need to wait for the host to arrive first or you may be placed into a waiting room that the host controls. Once you're in the meeting, learn how to see everyone on Zoom in the grid format. How to video: https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362193-Joining-a-Meeting